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1. The space of locally integrable functions (functions Lebesgue

integrable on the interval ( — n, n) for n= 1, 2, • • • ), as a generaliza-

tion of the space of Lebesgue integrable functions contains, for in-

stance, the polynomials but not the rational functions. The extent to

which this situation can be improved by various changes in the

definition of local integrability is discussed here under somewhat more

general circumstances. A set 3D of definitions of local integrability for

a measure space is considered. A definition in 30 leading to a maximal

set of locally integrable functions exists if and only if the measure

space is totally atomic (every measurable set is the union of atoms).

When the measure space is locally compact and p is a Radon measure

[l], there exist definitions in 30 whose resulting space of locally

integrable functions contains exceptional sets of normally noninteg-

rable functions.

2. Let (X, S, p) be a measure space. Here X is a point set, S is

ir-ring of subsets of X and p is a positive measure on S. A cover 6 of

X if a subset of S such that each element in S of finite measure is con-

tained in some countable union of sets from Q. To each cover 6 of

X, is assigned the space Üq of e-locally integrable functions. These

are the real valued functions / on X such that xe '/ is integrable for

every E in Q (xe is the characteristic function of E). The functions

in Í2g need not be measurable. For, suppose X£S and C contains only

sets of finite measure, fl<o contains the constant functions; in this

case, these are not measurable. Each cover of X is regarded as a

definition of local integrability; the set of such covers is denoted by 3D.

Let «Eg be the space of 6-locally measurable functions; these are

functions/ such that f-XE is measurable for every ££6, If X is a

(T-finite measure space it can be shown, rather easily, that $q is in-

dependent of the cover C of X; that is, <&q = $>q, for any two covers

C and C.

The spaces Uq are partially ordered by the inclusion relation ; thus,

a partial order is induced in 3D; C^C if QqQÇIq*.

Theorem I. If X is a a-finite measure space, then 3D contains a

maximal element if and only if X is totally atomic.

Proof. If X is totally atomic, let C be the set of atoms in S. The
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set is a cover of X. If /E$»g, then / restricted to any element in 6

is essentially constant. Thus, since each atom has finite measure,

these restrictions are integrable. This implies /Eßg and hence that

$gCûe- Since ßgE^g we have ßg = <i>g and consequently that 6

is a maximal element in 2D.

Suppose X is not totally atomic. Let 6 be any cover of X. We shall

find a cover C' such that ßgCßg' but ßg^ßg-. This of course im-

plies that 6 is not maximal and hence that 3) contains no maximal

element. The assumption on X ensures the existence of a least one set

E' in S of positive measure which contains no atoms. There exists a

set E" in 6 which meets E' in a set of positive measure. Let E be any

subset of ET\E" with finite positive measure.

The set E contains no atoms and has positive measure; therefore,

it contains a subset F such that 0 <piF) <p,(£). One of the sets F or

E~F has measure less than ju(P)/2; denote it by Ei. Define P„+i, by

splitting En into two subsets of positive measure and choosing the one

whose measure is less than p,(£n)/2. Let Eo = E~Ei and En = En+i

~-E„.

If
e' - (il r\ X ~ E: A e e) KJ (E»: » - 0, 1, • • • ),

then 6' is a cover of X. If / is such that

fix) = l/p(E») if * E P„, n = 0, 1, ■ ■ •

and 0 otherwise, then/Eßg' but/Eß(°; its restriction to E" is not

integrable. Thus, ßg^ßg-. It is easy to show that ßg£ßg', which

will complete the proof.

Two elements/, g in ßg are ©-equivalent if xx-if— g)=0 a.e. for

every E in C; let fig be the space of ©-equivalence classes of elements

in ßg. If v is another measure on S, let LliX, v) be the space of equiv-

alence classes, in the usual sense, of v-integrable functions. The next

result shows that the spaces fig and LliX, v) are essentially always

different; i.e., the study of the spaces ßg is distinct from the study of

L1 spaces.

Before proceeding to the next result, observe that to 6 can be

added finite unions of sets in 6 and subsets in S of sets in 6 without

changing ßg. Thus, we assume Q is closed with respect to these two

properties from now on; i.e., a subset in S of any set in Q is also a set

in G and C is closed with respect to taking finite unions.

Theorem 2. Suppose & is a cover of X in which there are sets

EiQEzCZ • ■ ■ such that E0 in 6 implies E0CEn for some n and

p.(En+i~En)>0 for every n. Then fig^L'CX", v) for any measure v.
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Assume here that p and v are both a-finite measures on X or that p and

v are both Radon measures and X is locally compact.

Proof. Suppose there exists a measure v such that &q = L1(X, v)

= L1. On the one hand, with the uniformity ti given by the norm

11/11=/l/l ¿m, fev,

the space L1 is a Banach space; while, on the other hand, fig with the

uniformity r2 given by the semi-norms

11/11-= f  \f\dß, /G fie,
J En

is a Fréchet space (complete metric vector space). It is an easy matter

to show that the uniformity r2 cannot be given by any norm [2].

It must be kept in mind that p(En+1~En) >0 for n= 1, 2, • •

These two uniformities are compatible with the order relation; i.e.,

bases for the neighborhood systems at 0 exist whose elements contain

with the function / every function g such that \g\ ú\f\. It can be

shown as in [4] that (fig, r2) and (L1, n) both have the order dual as

topological dual. Recall, the order dual is the space of linear forms

each of which is the difference of two positive linear forms. Having

the same topological dual, these two spaces have the same Mackey

topology [3]. But the uniformities Ti and t2 are already Mackey

topologies for Ll and £2g respectively; for, with n, L1 is a Banach

space and with t2, fig is a Fréchet space [3]. Hence the uniformity

ti is equivalent to t2. Since T\ is given by a norm, while r2 cannot be

given by a norm, this is a contradiction.

3. Suppose X is locally compact and p is a Radon measure. A func-

tion / on X is unbounded at x if p([x: \f(x)\ >n]C\V)>0 for every

neighborhood F of x and rc= 1, 2, • - • . The set of unbounded points

for/ is denoted U(f), and the set of unbounded points for a set F of

functions is denoted U(F); U(F)=\JfGr U(f).

Theorem 3. If FC3>g and p(U(F)) = 0, then there exists a cover 6

of X such that PC fig-

Proof. Suppose U(F) = E has measure zero. There exists a se-

quence FOF2D • • ■ of open sets such that £CF=fl"_i Vn and

p(V) = 0. Let Vn be the complement of V„ for n= 1, 2, • • • . For

each n let K(V„) be the set of compact subsets of VI. Let

e= [U„",iK(F„)]W[F]. C is a cover of X; let us show FCßg. This
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will be done if we show that each function of F when restricted to any

set in U"_i K(Fn) is essentially bounded. Thus, let A be such a set

and / a function in F. A is compact and contains no unbounded

points of/. Therefore, a finite set of open sets i/i, Ut, • • • , Um and

constants ki, k2, • • • , km exist such that

*»([*: | /(*) |   > dn] H Un) = 0, n = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , m

and A CUJ-i U„. This implies the restriction of / to A is essentially

bounded.

When X is a locally compact group and p. is a Radon measure", we

have the stronger result

Theorem 4. If FE$g and p(i/(F)) has local measure zero

(ßiUiF)r\K) = 0 for every compact subset K of X), then there exists a

cover 6 of X such that PEßg.

Proof. Suppose ¿7(F) has local measure zero. The group X is the

union of a pairwise disjoint set iXa)aeA of <r-compact open and closed

subsets [S]. Thus, UiF)r\Xa has measure zero for each a in A. Theo-

rem 3 may be applied to each of the Xa to obtain a cover 6« of Xa

with the property that / restricted to any element of 6a is integrable

for every/in F. The set C = Ua(=A 6« is a cover of X such that PCßß-

In Theorem 3, the case where p.(t/(F)) >0 is left open. Some insight

into this case can be gained by considering the unit interval I with

Lebesgue measure. On /, let L1 be the space of Lebesgue integrable

functions and <t> the space of Lebesgue measurable functions. For any

a in I, let/0 be the function whose value at a is 0 and whose value at

x is l/(|ic —a|)1/2 if xj^a. For each a in I,fa is unbounded at c and

faEL1; therefore, ßiUiL1)) =/i(l/(*)) = 1. It is clear that Ll-Qn; let

us show that $ is not contained in ßg for any cover 6 of I. This fol-

lows from two facts: first, for any set A of positive measure in I there

exists a function/ in í> such that/'X^EL1 and second, any cover 6

of I must contain at least one set of positive measure.

The interest in this paper is mainly in nonintegrable functions;

accordingly, we say a measurable function / is strictly unbounded

at a point a if, for every neighborhood Fofa, |/| -xv is not integrable.

Even with this stronger notion of unboundedness the converse of

Theorem 3 fails.

Example. There exists a countable set F of finite valued Lebesgue

measurable functions on / and a cover 6 of / such that PCßg, yet

the set of points where the functions in F are strictly unbounded

has measure 1.

Let C be the subset of I obtained by removing from I the closed
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middle interval of length 1/4, then removing the closed middle inter-

vals of length 1/16 from each of the two remaining semi-closed inter-

vals and so on. The set C clearly has measure 1/2 ; it is to be the first

element in the cover 6. The closed intervals which were removed are

to be denoted by Ai, A2, ■ • • . Define/so that/(x)=0 if x(E.C, and

f(x) = l/p(Aj) if x(E.Aj. This function is measurable; its restriction

to C is integrable, and it is strictly unbounded at every point of C.

Each of the sets A¡ is a copy of / and therefore, we can apply the

above process to each. A set C, is obtained which has measure

\./2p(A,). A function /,• can be defined with support in A^Cj as /

was defined. It will be measurable, its restriction to C¡ will be integra-

ble and it will be strictly unbounded at each point of A¡. Further-

more, this function's restriction to C is integrable for its support is

contained in the complement of C. The restriction of/ to Cj is integra-

ble, for it is a finite constant on this set. To obtain the set C¡, we

removed from A, a sequence of closed intervals [A]k]. We apply to

the Ajk the same process we applied to A¡, obtaining a set C¡k of

measure l/2p(Ajk) and a function fjk. Continuing in this way, we

obtain, after reindexing, a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets Pi,

P2, • • ■ and a sequence of measurable functions /i, /2, • • • such

that m(U4" i Bi) = 1, fi-XBi is integrable and /< is strictly unbounded

at every point of P,. Let B0 = I~U?Ll P,-, C= [Bo, Pi, B2, ■ ■ • ] and

F— \fi, ft, • • • ]. First, C is a cover of /, second, FCflg and third,
the set of strictly unbounded points of functions in F has measure 1.
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